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Itinerary

Departure from Champex-Lac (1,471 m), take the path in the center of the village, next to the 
hotel restaurant Le Vieux Champex, direction Le Catogne (3h50).

The white and red path crosses the last chalets of Champex-Lac before the zigzag climb. At 
altitude point 1,789 follow north (not direction Belvédère).
The climb is quite steep and rough. There is a passage with chains but no difficulty.

Continue to “Replat du Fratsay” (altitude point 2,271 m) and follow north along the west side 
of Bonhomme and Pointe de Tsevreresses.

The route crosses some scree which is quite steep and the path can be slippery quickly. Trek-
king poles are recommended. Again, a few delicate passages with chains, you have to be sure.
From Champex-Lac, the route is very steep, hilly and sustained. As he heads towards Pointe de 
Tsevreresses, from altitude 2,340 we begin the second difficulty of the course.
After a long climb, the route joins and crosses a scree which leads to the top of Catogne 
(2,598 m).

The descent towards the North, crosses a scree covered with Lichen, which gives incredible 
greenish colors. The route then follows a small ridge up to altitude point 2,401. Continue nor-
th-east towards altitude point 2,205 to reach the third junction and follow Catogne Alpage - 
Sembrancher - Bovernier along the eastern side of Catogne and then the Pointe de Tsevreresses.

The trail crosses an old glacial cirque and then pastures slightly uphill to altitude 2,078, from 
there continue towards Champex-Lac.

The Comba Névi is crossed by a very little marked and hardly visible path. Look out for the 
red and white markings, so as not to leave the route. After this crossing, the route climbs 
towards Bonhomme.

The climb is steep, long, difficult and a little dizzying. The trail is not very visible and runs 
along an impressive slab then follows the east ridge of Bonhomme again. After reaching the Col 
du Bonhomme, the descent via the Couloir du Frachay is steep and slippery. After 5 to 6 hours 
of walking this passage is delicate because fatigue can affect concentration. You have to keep 
your ideas clear.

At the bottom of the corridor, at an altitude of 2,270, the route joins the one at the start of 
the climb and begins the long descent to Champex-Lac with an 800-meter drop!
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